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7.2  Best Practices 

7.2.1 - Describe at least two institutional best practices. 

In the present day scenario the fast paced educational innovations become necessary for continuous improvement. 

At times there is hesitation on the part of some institutions to share their best practices data. In the present age of 

information explosion the institutes play not just an important learning support function, but the best practice 

itself has been emerging as a site of learning some times more important than even the class room. There are 

numerous innovative practices, but a few have been considered for the overall enhancement of the institutional 

effectiveness. The Best Practices that have been conducted in the College are good. The first is Merit Scholarship 

and the other one is Cataract Surgery and Spectacles Distribution to old people in surrounding Villages. The best 

practice discusses the socialization of higher education with respect to education. There are both push and pull 

factors that Contribute to the growth in number of Indian students seeking higher education Overseas. Any 

discussion of best practices of higher education must take into account the role of the General Agreement of 

social framework and the Status ofcommitment made in this sector, including India’s negotiating stance in higher 

Education and the associated implications.  

 

1. Title of the Best Practice- I :- MERIT SCHOLARSHIP 

2. Goals 

 To inspire the students for study in the college. 

 The main goal of the practice is to make the students read more. 

 To encourage the students to read the books from different fields 

 To create awareness about hard-work and eliminate misconception about the exams. 

 To explain the benefits of merit at college level as well as at social level. 

 To create awareness and inspiration among all students for the study. 

 Maximum students should get university level scholarships 

3. The Context: 

Higher Education in India has the multiple objectives. Due to the development in the field of media, the 

students are going away from books. Instead, they are seeking information either from electronic media 

or from e-sources. It is true that the habit of book reading has been decreasing day by day. Though the 

college is located in the semi-urban area but most of the students are from rural background. So it is 

necessary for them to read more and understand how to get knowledge from various books. This skill 

can help them to create their Identity different from other students. Because of this merit scholarship 

students compete among themselves and naturally they stick to the habit of study. 

 



4. The Practice: 

The practice is being run in this institute since its establishment i.e. 21 June, 1999. This practice is 

organized regularly in the college on the occasion of Annual Prize Distribution of the institute in the 

presence of founder president Adv. Hon. Sadashivrao (Bhau) Patil. The college prepares its action plan 

in the beginning of the year and with the help of the Trust completes the activity 

 All the students are informed about the practice at the beginning of the year. 

 Every year more than 15 students achieve this merit scholarship in the institute. 

 Atmosphere for study is created by organizing guest lectures. 

 During the examination the time of library is made flexible. 

 Reference texts and Text books are purchased according to the demands of the students. 

5. Evidence of Success: 

The present activity has a great response in the college. Many students take part in this activity. Every 

year this activity goes on increasing. Through this activity the relationship between student and staff is 

strengthening. It helps us jointly to enhance awareness about study in the students. The activity has a 

grand success in the institute. It also gives inspiration to others to achieve their goals. Every year more 

than 16 students achieve these scholarships in the college. 

Sr.No Student Name Class 

1.  Mr. AvinashDilipKamble B.A.-III 

2.  Miss. Damini Ramesh Yadav B.A.-III 

3.  Miss. DipaliTanajiGhadge B.A.-I 

4.  Miss. DipaliSudakerChavan B.A-II 

5.  Miss. ArtiVijayMandle B.A.-III 

6.  Miss. Payal Ramesh Patole B.A.-I 

7.  Miss. PallaviBhausoShinde B.Com.-III 

8.  Mr. ShubhamMukundParkhi B.Com.-III 

9.  Miss. Nilam Suresh Pawar B.Com.-III 

10.  Miss. YogitaKhade B.A.-III 

11.  Miss. Karishma Desai B.A.-II 

12.  Miss. Muskan Ismail Nadaf B. Sc.-I 

13.  Miss.Yashshri Vijay Savne B.A.-I 

14.  Miss. Shanno Kadar Inamdar B. Sc.-II 

15.  Miss. GaytriShankerAdate B.C.A.-III 

16.  Miss. GauriPandharinath Babar B.C.A.-III 
 



6. Problems Encountered and Resources Required 

Problems Encountered: 

 Some students do not attend the extra study ours due to the transportation problems. 

 Due to the part time job they do not attend extra lectures. 

 Due to the expansion of the media they do not want to concentrate on the study. 

Resources required to implement the practice: 

 Support of the Staff and stakeholders. 

 Economical support 

 

BEST PRACTICES- II 

1. Title of the Best Practice- 11: Cataract Surgery and Spectacles Distribution 

2.Goal 

 To create the awareness about the social responsibility in the students. 

 To motivate the students to help the society 

 To give new vision to at least 20 citizen 

 To make awareness in the old and illiterate people about their fear for Eye Cataract Surgery. 

3. The Context: 

We, as an educational institute try to impart value based education to the students. But there are certain 

problems in rural villages such as Toilets, Cleanliness, Different Surveys. Health and Hygiene of old 

people. We through the NSS residential Camps of the college came in the contact of this problem which 

is related with the eyes of old citizen. This practice of our college gives new vision for old citizen in 

villages. The college and the Management of the trust decided to help every year in different villages 

operating their cataract of these citizens. The college also provides the spectacles to visually impaired 

citizens. As per the capacity of the college and the trust organizes this activity. 

4. The Practice : 

 The practice is being run in this college since 2007 through the NSS Camps. 

 The National Service Scheme, with the help of its volunteers and management has taken 

initiative to observe this Practice. 

 It prepares its action plan at the beginning of the year and follows it. 

 The committee in consultation with the Principal and the Management finalizes the village to 

organize the NSS Camp. 

 The college communicates its visit with the concerned Grampanchayat. 

 Every year more than 10 old citizens get new vision through this activity. 



5. Evidence of Success: 

The activity helped to achieve the goals like to enhance love, awareness and respect among the old 

citizen of various villages. The volunteers and the citizen became the strong supporters of the value 

based education. This academic year Free Cataract Screening Camp 2019-2020. During that Eye Check-

Up camp 60 villagers underwent eye examination in which 05 were found of cataract and later they 

operated by the college and management and 35 were given spectacles. 

Sr. o Patient Name Address Age 

1 DattatreyDhondiSutar Valuj 70 

2 Jijabai Shankar Sawant Valuj 60 

3 KundaKisanBhandare Valuj 60 

4 Sulabai Rama Sannake Valuj 50 

5 Nanubai Narayan Sutar Valuj 60 
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6. Problems Encountered and Resources Required : 

Problems Encountered: 

 Old people in the society have fear about their eye surgery. 

 Community participation is very low 

 Illiterate People 

 Blind faith in rural people 

 Below poverty line people also face this problem but do not care 

 Old citizen do not believe in these types of camps. 

 Most of the time we have to convince them. 

Resources required to implement the practice: 

 Lions Club/ NGO and its staff 

 Economical Support 

 NSS Volunteers 

 Help of the management 
 


